The Best Kitchen Tools

Countless gadgets promise convenience but deliver disappointment and lost drawer
space. Here are 18 tools that really work. By Keith Dresser
S al ad Spinner

Why You Need It: Wet greens can’t be dressed
properly and result in a soggy salad. We also use a
salad spinner to wash and dry herbs.

Col a n d e r

Why You Need It: How else are you going to drain
pasta and vegetables?

H e atp roof R u bber Spatul a

Why You Need It: Nothing is better suited to a multitude of tasks, be it cleaning out the corners of bowls and
pots, stirring batters, icing cakes, or folding egg whites.
With the introduction of heat-resistant models, the tool
is even more indispensable.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Rubbermaid 13.5-inch
High Heat Scraper ($10.48)

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(OXO Good Grips Salad Spinner ($24.95)
Why We Like It: Its sturdy, leakproof bowl allows
us to wash greens right in the bowl rather than in the
sink. Its top-mounted pump knob requires little effort
to use. We like that the top locks into place for storage, and a nonskid bottom holds the spinner in place.

Vegetable Peel e r s

Why You Need Them: Most people have some
kind of peeler that does an OK job on carrots
and potatoes. But for other peeling jobs—say, the
thick peel of a winter squash or the delicate skin
of a pear—we rely on vegetable peelers that have
maneuverable blades.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(OXO I-Series Swivel
Peeler ($9.95)
Why We Like It: Given that our hands are
constantly wet in the kitchen, we like that its
rubberized handle is easy to grip. We find its hefty
weight adds force to the sharpness of the blade,
which can easily follow rounded contours. The
blade is replaceable, but our OXO peelers have
remained durable and sharp for years.

S errated Peele r

While not an everyday tool, this peeler’s sharp
serrated blade cleanly pulls the skin off difficultto-peel produce such as tomatoes and easy-tobruise peaches.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Messermeister Peeler
($4.95)

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Endurance Pierced Colander/Strainer,
3-quart ($20.95) and 5-quart ($27.95)
Why We Like It: This large capacity colander contains
minute, mesh-like perforations that drain in seconds,
even when we have it overloaded with 2 pounds of
cooked pasta. A wide base means it can sit in the sink
without tipping or spilling.

to n g s

Why You Need Them: Acting like an extension of the
hand, tongs can lift, flip, turn, and rotate most any type
of food, from small shrimp to a 5-pound rib roast. And
unlike a hand, no burned fingers.

Why We Like It: The
wide, firm blade is rigid
enough to mix the stiffest
batter yet flexible enough to reach into the tightest of
spaces. Unlike some rubber spatulas, the Rubbermaid
doesn’t stain or carry odors—even when used to stir
chili. Rubbermaid’s high-heat material is truly heatproof,
something we’ve proved time and time again by leaving
them in hot skillets and soup pots.

Test Kitchen FavoriteS:
(OXO Good Grips 12-inch Locking Tongs
($9.95) and OXO Good Grips Tongs with Nylon
Heads ($9.95)

Why We Like Them: These stainless steel tongs have
rubber grips that help secure them in your hand. While
they can open wide enough to pick up large items,
they have springs that
enable them
to pick up the
smallest of
vegetables. Available with nonstick,
nylon heads. Buy one of each.

Ga r li c P r e s s

Whi s k

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Zyliss Jumbo Aluminum Garlic Press ($16.95)

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Best Manufacturers 12-inch Standard
French Whip ($9.95)

Why We Like It: The Zyliss’s sturdy
construction has consistently
delivered, making quick work
of two garlic
cloves at once.
We like how
the cleaner attachment
stores cleverly in the handle.

Why We Like It: This long whisk
boasts a tight radius that can
easily reach into all
areas of a saucepan
or bowl. Though
agile, we’ve
found its tines do
not bend and twist
with prolonged use.

Why You Need It: In our test kitchen, we press
hundreds of garlic cloves each month. In numerous tests,
we’ve found that a garlic press does a better job of mincing than one can do by hand—producing a fuller, less
acrid flavor that is more evenly distributed throughout a
dish. Keeps the garlic off your fingers, too.
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Why You Need It: Useful for not only whipping cream
and egg whites, a whisk can also mix batters and make
pan sauces and gravies. Judging from all the shapes and
sizes that whisks come in, you might think you need a
different one for every task. Not so.

Measur ing Cup s a n d Spoo n s

Why You Need Them: Inaccurate measuring of ingredients is one of the most common reasons recipes fail.
Just ask any of us in the test kitchen: The need for a collection of measuring cups and spoons that efficiently and
accurately measure ingredients is not debatable.

G r at e r s

Why You Need Them: A sharp box grater is
indispensable for many tasks, from uniformly grating
blocks of cheddar cheese to shredding potatoes. A
finely textured rasp grater—so called because it’s
modeled after the woodworker’s file-like tool—is
portable, allowing you to grate or zest at
the stove or table.
Test Kitchen Favorites:

(Cuisipro ACCUTEC Box Grater
($35.99)
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Amco Stainless Steel Dry
Measuring Cups ($14.95)
Why We Like Them: These
straight-sided cups have tops that
are level with their handles, which
makes for accurate measurement
of dry ingredients. Set comes in
fractional measurements such as 3⁄ 4
and 2⁄ 3 cups, too.

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Rubbermaid Liquid
Measuring Cups ($4.49 for
2-cup; $5.99 for 4-cup)
Why We Like Them: These
roomy cups are lightweight, able to
pour without spilling a drop, and
made of unbreakable plastic. Buy
both the 2-cup and 4-cup sizes.

Instant-Read Th e rmome t e r

Why You Need It: With an instant-read thermometer, you’ll never again overcook a steak or undercook
a chicken. We use them for everything from sauces and
breads to cheesecakes.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Thermoworks Super-Fast
Thermapen ($85)
Why We Like It: In
the test kitchen, we
call it the Ferrari of
thermometers.
Besides providing
an accurate read
each time, its qualities include a quick response, thin
probe, and large display. It can register temperatures
from –58 to 572 degrees.

Pe pp er Mill

I ll u stration : J ohn B urgoy n e

Why You Need It: Because the
preground stuff sold in bottles is insipid
when compared with freshly ground. But
grinding pepper shouldn’t be a wristwrenching chore.
Test Kitchen Favorite:

(Unicorn Magnum Plus
Peppermill ($44.95)

Why We Like It: Whether coarse or
fine, it quickly yields a consistent grind
and requires little wrist action to operate. Its large capacity hopper requires infrequent
filling. Best of all, it’s easy to fill—no taking apart.

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Cuisipro Stainless Steel
Oval Measuring Spoons ($11.95)
Why We Like Them: The handles
and bowl are flush, which facilitates
the leveling of dry ingredients.
Deep bowls make measuring liquids
easier. And they’re slim enough to
be scooped into narrow spice jars.

Ov e n The rmome t e r

Why You Need It: While we calibrate the test kitchen
ovens every two months, a survey of our ovens at home
found that temperatures varied as much as 90 degrees
from oven to oven. Knowing that, we always recommend checking an oven’s temperature with a reliable
thermometer.

Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Taylor Classic Oven Guide Thermometer
($14.99)
Why We Like It: We’ve found this oven thermometer
to be the most accurate. It’s also easy to read and hard
to knock loose from an oven rack.

Why We Like It: This razor-sharp box
grater requires little effort or pressure
to get results. We like its measurementmarked transparent walls, snap-on
base, and comfortable, curved handle.

(Microplane Grater/Zester

($12.95)
Why We Like It: This handheld grater has
razor-sharp teeth that can finely grate
Parmesan in a flash. In addition to
cheese, it can handle shallots, garlic, ginger, nutmeg, chocolate,
and citrus zest.

Ki tch e n Sh e a rs

Why You Need Them: Our favorite tool for
cutting up and trimming chickens, versatile kitchen
shears are ideal for trimming pie dough, snipping
herbs, and cutting parchment paper rounds. Try
severing twine without them.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(Messermeister TakeApart Shears ($23.99)
Why We Like
Them: Precise,
super-sharp,
and agile. We like their slip-resistant handles and—
especially when butchering chicken—the fact that
they can be taken apart and cleaned thoroughly.

Fin e - M e sh St r ai n e r

Why You Need It: Essential for such tasks as
dusting a tart with powdered sugar, removing bits
of curdled egg from a pudding, or turning cooked
raspberries into a seedless sauce. It also makes an
excellent stand-in for a sifter.
Test Kitchen Favorite:
(OXO Steel Strainer ($24.95)
Why We Like It: While other strainers in the test
kitchen have bent or twisted over the years, the
OXO has kept its shape. The ergonomic handle
and deep bowl are nice, too.
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